CONFLICT IN IRAQ
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REGIME
TOPPLED
Coalition troops deliver crucial blow to government; Iraqis celebrate;
American officials say war is not over even with little resistance
BAGHDAD, Iraq (Al’) Elicit
hour of freedom at hand, jubilant Iraqis
celebrated the collapse of Saddam
Hussein’s murderous regime on
Wednesday, beheading a toppled statue
of their longtime ruler in downtown
Baghdad and embracing American
troops as liberators.
"I’m 49, but I never lived a single day.
Only now will I start living," said Yussu.f
Abed Kazim, a mosque preacher. A
young Iraqi spat on a portrait of

Saddam. Men hugged Americans in full
combat gear, and women held up babies
so soldiers riding on tanks could kiss
them.
Iraqis released decades of pent-up fury
as U.S. forces solidified their grip on the
capital. Marine tanks rolled to the eastern bank of the Tigris River, the Army
was on the western side of the waterway
that curls through the ancient city.
Looting broke out in the capital as
Iraqis, shedding their fear of the regime,

entered government facilities and made
off with furniture, computers, air conditioners and even military jeeps.
"We are not seeing any organized
resistance," said Navy Capt. Frank
Thorp at the U.S. Central Command.
"The Iraqi military is unable to fight as
an organized fighting force." And Maj.
Gen. Buford C. Blount III, commander
of the Army’s 3rd Infantry Division,
told reporters that "the end of the combat phase is days away."

At .1 Pentagon briefing, Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld said
Saddam ’is taking his rightful place"
alongside such brutal dictators of the
East. as Adolf Hitler, Josef Stalin and
Vladimir Lenin.
And while Rumsfeld and other
American officials cautioned that combat may lie ahead, Iraq’s UN. ambassador told reporters that the game is over,
and I hope peace will prevail."
Mohammed Al-Douri’s comments to
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reporters in ’New York were the first
admission by an Iraqi official that
Saddam’s forces had been overwhelmed.
There was continued combat in cities
to the north, though, where government
troops were under attack from U.S. and
British warplanes.
The scenes of liberation in Baghdad
and celebrations in scattered other cities
unfolded as the Pentagon announced
that 101 American troops had died in
the first three weeks of Operation Iraqi

Freedom. Eleven others are missing and
seven listed as captured. The British said
10 of their troops were dead. There are
no reliable estimates for Iraqi casualties,
although an Army spokesman said
7,300 prisoners had been taken.
The medical system was overrun with
civilian casualties in Basra and Baghdad,
cities where some of the fiercest fighting
has occurred. Doctors said 35 bodies
See REGIME, page 5
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Parking
permit fee
to increase
in fall

GLBTA observes
’National Day of Silence’
By Veronica Mendoza
Daily Staff Writer

Chalk outlines of people who were
killed because they were mistaken
for or were gay, lesbian, bisexual or
transgender could be seen all over
campus Wednesday.
The outlines were done for the
"National Day of Silence," which
was organized by the Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, Transgender Alliance at
SJSU with help from the Women’s
Resource Center.
Erika Escobedo, co-chair for the
organization, said a table was set up
in front of the Student Union from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. to provide students
with information about the
"National Day of Silence."
_Students whoparticipated held up
notes that stated, nlie Day, of
Silence is to draw attention to those
who have been silenced by hatred,
oppression and prejudice."
Bernard Mungin, co-chair for the
organization, was silent from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Wednesday.
"I was more frustrated because I
couldn’t communicate," Mungin
said. "For the most part, I think it
was just a good day for me to
reflect."
Mungin said that one of the goals
for the day of silence was to promote the idea of opening a resource
center for the Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, Transgender Alliance on
campus.
"It goes beyond protests," Mungin
said. We want to have more visibility_on campus."
The silence for Mungin was broken at 5 p.m. when he participated
in a minority group panel to speak
about his experiences of being discriminated against for being
African American.
Escobedo, a senior majoring in
See SILENCE, page 4
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By Rebecca Villaneda
Daily Staff Writer

Setoff Yoneda Daily Staff
Allison Hoffmann, a freshman majoring in theater arts, and Sebastian Luna, a freshman majoring in psychology, looked at a chalk drawing
depicting a person who had died as a result of a hate crime. There were similar drawings all over campus Wednesday

Associated Students is back into
the groove of things after the hustle
and bustle of last month’s elections.
meeting,
At
Wednesday’s
Controller Alice Lee informed the
board of directors about the
increase in the cost of parking permits for San Jose State University
passed by the Campus Fee Advisory
Committee.
"Next fall parking permits will go
up to $35 monthly, which roughly
adds up to $158.20," Lee said.
"Following that increase it will go
up to $42 monthly, in Spring 2004,
to roughly $192.10."
Lee said the increase will go
toward much needed repairs on the
university’s three parking garages.
Repainting walls and staircases
alone will cost about $1. million.
The increase in rates will also
fund more security and installation
of blue lights.
"There was a recent accident in
one of the garages where a pipe
broke and went through a window
and into a residential area," Lee
said. "Thankfully, no one was hurt."
A resolution was passed to recommend that Measure Y be approved
by the fee advisory committee and
SJSU President Caret, after it was
not passed in last month’s elections.
Measure Y is a fee increase that will
support services and operations for
students.
More news on transportation

See MEETING, page 3

Three months later: still no answers Union founder speaks at SJSU
SJPD still investigating
,ftaIfraternity brawl
By Tony Burchyns
Daily S’taff Writer
lwelve weeks after a fraternity brawl
at Flickinger Park left one San Jose
State University student dead and at
least four others wounded, city and university police are persevering in what
one officer said has become an increasingly stagnant investigation.
"Me knew from day one that this
would be a tough case, said Sgt. Steve
Dixon of the San Jose Police
Department.
The primary difficulty is that more
than 60 people are involved in the ques-

tioning process,
Dixon said.
said,
Rather than
putting pressure
on guilty parties
to confess, the
lengthening
investigation
might be fueling
hopes of a clean
get away for
some, Dixon
said,
KIM
"People may
begin to think that they’ve gotten away
with something," Dixon said,
No arrests have been made in the case,
according to San Jose police.
"It’s not like we can go out and arrest
everyone who was there," Dixon said.

"We have to run each (potential
pect’s) case by the district attorney, and
then get a judge to approve the warrant."
So far, one warrant has been filed, on
Jan. 29, for Long Duy Iran, a 20-yearold former De Anza student.
Though city police discovered Trans
car early on, there has been no sign of
Tran in San Jose or in other cities,
Dixon said.
Just minutes past midnight on the
morning of Jan. 22, members of the Pi
Alpha Phi and Lambda Phi Epsilon
fraternities gathered for what police said
was supposed to be a no-weapons fight
at Flickinger Park in North San Jose.
However, the battling fraternities
Se, BRAWL, page 3

Student interest vital in future of adult care
By Kristina Mendoza
Daily Stall Write?
The baby-boomer generation is getting older and by the year 2040, there
will be more than 80 million adults
and older, said Nancy
age 65
Hikoyeda, director of the gerontology
program at San Jose State University.
Because of the increasing demand
for future older adult caretakers, student interest is key to establishing
support systems for the elderly.
"I think it’s a really good opportunity for students and any department on
the campus to do a minor in aging,"
she said,
To further educate the students, the
Career Center and the student gerontology association sponsored two
events Tuesday and Wednesday to

honor careers in aging week, which
was started last year by the
Association for Gerontology in
and
the
Education
Higher
Gerontological Society of America.
The week is observed nationally
April 7 through April 11, Hikoyeda
said.
Tuesday’s event, titled, "Turning
Gray into Green.. Careers in Aging
began at 1 p.m. and presented keynote
speaker Dan McClure, the director of
health and fitness at the Decathlon
Club in Santa Clara.
The event also presented a panel of
people who discussed different types
of jobs people can have working with
the elderly, the type of training needed to obtain those jobs and what
motivated each panelist to pursue in
his or her profession, Hikoyeda said.

According to the Association for
Gerontology in Higher Education,
the elderly population will continue to
increase and by the middle of the 21st
century, one in five Americans will be
older than 65. Those past the age of
85 will be in the 15 million to 18 million range.
Gerontologists have been preparing
themselves for the number of aging
baby-boomers in the future for quite a
while, according to the Center for
Communication and Consumer
Services,
Due to the growing older adult population, Hikoyeda said the program is
trying to show students that there are
a number of career paths they can
choose from to work with older adults.

See CARE, page 3

By Rebecca Villaneda
Daily Staff Writer
Dolores Huerta, a woman with delicate elegance, stood strong in front of
hundreds of people Wednesday night in
the Moms Dailey promoting unity.
She was at ease in front of many
admirers a stature that she has gown
accustomed to since her days lobbying
with Cesar E. Chavez.
"It is surreal to meet her," said
Multicultural Center librarian Jeff Paul.
"I Mist so many students that want to
research her life’and work, it is truly an
honor to meet her."
Telemundo reporter Gilberto Leon
interviewed Huerta on the San Jose
State University campus.
"I told her I’ was more nervous than
she was," he said. "She is just so great."
In a reception poor to her lecture,
attendees were able to meet and greet
with Huerta as well as another prominent Swot, Don Edwards, a congressman, whom the lecture series is named
after.
Huerta described Edwards as a good
friend of the farm worker’s movement
and told a story about the time Edwards
visited Chavez during his 25 -day fasting
period.
"He is one of the few congress people
with total integrity and principles,"
Huerta said. "A standard that all politicians should follow"
Following the reception, Huerta
walked to the auditorium, where she
was received by a standing ovation and
steady beat of claps.
Jasmyn Flores, a senior majoring in
political science, volunteered’ to welcome people in the reception.
"It was a quick hello and bye, but it

Vema Kirkendall Daily Staff
Dolores Huerta spoke about the importance of unionization
Wednesday night in the Morris Dailey Auditorium as part of the Don
Edwards Lecture Series. Huerta, along with Cesar Chavez, founded
the National Farm Workers Association. She is also the co-founder and
the first vice president emeritus of the United Farm Workers of
America.
was still wonderful to meet her," she self and Huerta recalled the stories he
said. "There are few Mexican-American told her that his family had to endure
women to look up to that have changed while working the fields.
"We could not understand why there
society as she did. She is definitely one
were no toilets on the fields," she said,
of my role models."
Immediately she talked about her "or the fact that a number of workers
close friend Chavez, remembering the would be sharing a can of soda filled
nine he approached her on beginning a with water."
union for farm workers.
Huerta praised Chavez’s self-confi"At the time farm workers were mak- dence and said that he passed that on to
ing SO cents an hour," she said. ’He said many farm workers giving them the
the workers will never have a union courage to stand up fir their rights.
unless we go out and organize one."
See HUERTA, page 3
Chavez came from a labor family him-
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Saddam’s statues fall, but many questions remain
The images I hive seen broad, ast nom Iraq this week
have been disturbing.
They were of U.S. soldiers driving tanks over statues and
memorials of Saddam Hussein.
Then there were reports of forces taking over Saddam’s
palaces and talking about taking showers and sleeping in
them. I even heard an Associated Press radio report saying
soldiers were taking "souvenirs" from the palaces on
Monday.
How cocky can we get?
Sometimes I wonder what it is that makes much of the
world dislike the United States so much, and then I see
images like this.
When some people’s only direct contact with anything
American is the sight of soldiers rolling into their hometown and blowing things up, then celebrating a victory that
has not yet been achieved, it is no wonder that some people
are less than happy to see the red, white and blue.
The people of Iraq should be left to decide what happens
to Saddam’s legacy once we’re done ransacking the place
looking for the supposed weapons of mass destruction.
Which, by the way, have barely been mentioned as the reason for military action since the first night of combat.
It seems the objective became "liberating" the Iraqi people from the brutal regime of Saddam and his sons instead
of disarming them.
Even the name of the operation, Operation Iraqi
Freedom, says nothing about President Bush’s initial inten-

tions in starting a tight.
Really? Did they expect the Republican Guard to give up
Since when did Bush care about the people of Iraq?
and run away?
Perhaps it was as soon as it suited his agenda.
We will be greeted as liberators, they said.
Yes, it has been well documented that Saddam is a megaReally?
lomaniacal, self-deluded psychopath who indulges in rape
So fax our troops have taken relatively heavy losses (132
and torture for recreation and assassinates
confirmed coalition deaths in three weeks
his opposition.
of fighting) in comparison to other recent
But those were not the stated reasons for
U.S. military action (barely 100 in six weeks
going to war. Humanitarian aid was only
of Desert Storm). Not nearly the numbers
an afterthought until it was decided that
we saw in past conflicts, but standards of
the humanitarian angle would make Bush
acceptability of losses seem to have changed
look less like a war hawk.
in the United States in the last 20 years.
The President has been so hell-bent on
There will be no one-week conflict to oust
starting a war that his reasons for war have
Saddam, no rapid rebuilding of Iraq and
gotten completely lost.
ridding the country of weapons of mass
Since the beginning of hostilities in Iraq.
destruction.
I have seen reports of one team looking for
This is going to take time.
weapons of mass destruction.
Just look at what we did in Afghanistan.
MIKE ORPOS
One team, in a country "the size of
It’s been almost 18 months since the first
California," as Bush once put it.
bombs fell to bring about the end of the Taliban’s reign in
Obviously these weapons made a rapid descent on the pri- that country.
ority list once the bombs started falling.
We’re still fighting small pockets of Taliban holdouts, and
Another thing I can’t believe is the audacity of the war likely will be for years to come.
planners to actually go out and admit in the first week of
Still no sign of Osama bin Laden or his Taliban host,
combat (this was during spring break) that the war may Mullah Omar.
actually take longer than expected.
The same could happen in Iraq.
Really?
Regime change by military force is a dangerous business.
They’re fighting back; this could be a challenge, they said.
In some small towns where there has historically been

This semester I have experienced life as a
disabled/handicapped student. Fortunately for me, my
disability is temporary. But this semester’s experience has
had an immense impact on me. I now have a new awareness for what disabled students have to deal with daily on
campus.
First, just because the restrooms have a disabled/handicapped sign on the doors doesn’t mean that they meet
the needs of a wheelchair user. Some of the doors to the
restrooms are so heavy that they are almost impossible to
open. And what is with having to go through two doors
before getting into the restroom? Let me inform you that
the bathrooms in the Health building are very challenging to enter and exit. I know, because I got stuck with my
wheelchair between the two doors while trying to exit
one day. I was able to open one of the doors, but not both
and was finally rescued by a student after hearing my
cries for help. Also, not all of the restrooms on campus
have the same size handicap stalls. Warning: Don’t even
try using the restrooms in the Old Cafeteria building

wheelchair-bound, as it is too small to maneuver a wheelchair.
Second, the disabled parking lot behind the Clark
Library is a safety hazard with all the cracks, crevices and
dips in the pavement, making traversing with a wheelchair of walking aid (walker or cane) very difficult.
Disabled Services is located in this area. What an embarrassment to this office.
I propose that the university equip all the bathrooms on
campus with automatic doors. I also propose that the
university repair the disabled parking lots, reducing any
further disabilities to any disabled students.
I also want to thank all the students that have taken the
time to open a door to a disabled/handicapped student.
Your thoughtfulness and kindness is appreciated. You
will never know the challenges didabled/handicapped
students overcome daily until you’ve been in their shoes
cops, I mean wheelchair.
Patricia Trier
graduate student
social work

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daihr office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Space restrictions may require editing
of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass vvill be held-al the
SJSU CCM Chapel located at 10th
and San Carlos streets next to
Robert’s Bookstore. Mass times are
12:10 p.m. Monday-Friday and at
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sunday. For
more information contact Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
ASCR is offering fitness classes at
the Event Center. Classes running
today: Body Sculpting, Weight
Training, Yoga, Aerobics, Advanced
Step, Butts & Guts, Body
Sculpting, Beginning Step. For
more information and class times,
contact Matt McNamara at 9246217.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Join the Alpha Omega group for
food and fun from 8:30 p.m. to 10
p.m. every Thursday in the Omega
Lounge at the CCM. For more
information contact Orshi Fejer at
938-1610.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Scripture reflection every
Thursday from 7 p.m. to 8:15 p.m.
in the CCM Chapel. For more
information contact Sister Marcia
at 938-1610.
Nurses Christian Fellowship
Community building at 2:30 p.m.
in the Pacheco Room of the
Student Union. For more information contact Diane Stegmeir at
248-2997.
Akbayan Pilipino American
Organization
General meeting - embrace in
friendship! Learn more about the
Pilipino culture and the people who
live it. Meeting takes place at 4:15
p.m. in the Pacifica room of the
Student Union. For more information call 924-7455.
The Listening Hour Concert Series
SJSU Choraliers, directed by Dr.

Archibeque, will be performing
world folk songs and their traditional repertoire from their tour
from 12:30 p.rn. ter1:15-p.m. in the
Music builcfing Concert Hall. For
more information contact Joan
Stubbe at 924-4631.

The National Association of
Working Women is inviting all college working women to dial the 9
to 5 job survival hotlinŒ at1 (800)
522-0925 for help with workplace
problems.

Associated Students Campus
Recreation - Adventures
Belly dancing from 7:30 p.m. to
8:30 p.m. at the Event Center
Aerobics Studio. For more information contact Matt at 924-6217.

Students for Justice
Weekly meeting from 3 p.m. to 4
p.m. in the Multicultural Library
(modular building A). For more
information contact Christine
Madore at (650) 533-1735 or 9711070.

Associated Students Campus
Recreation - Adventures
Introductory Yoga class from 8:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at the Student
Union. Cost is 1130 general, $25
student. For more information contact Matt at 924-6217.

Prevention Education Program
"What are your alcohol limits?
Get in the know" from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. in the Pacifica room of the
Student Union. For more information contact Margaret Tam at margetam@email.sjsu.edu.

Associated Students Campus
Recreation - Adventures
Salsa dancing from 8:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. at the Event Center
Aerobics Studio. Cost is $30 general, $25 student. For more information contact Matt at 924-6217.

College of Engineering
Symposium on Leading
Technologies: Dr. DavidiCorsheyer,
chief of computational science at
NASA-AMES Research Center,
will be speaking on "NASA’s mission driven R&D in information
technology and computer science"
from noon to 1 p.m. in the
Engineering Auditorium (ENG
189). For more information contact
Professor Hambaba at 924-3959.

Department of Nutrition and Food
Science
Body fat testing is back
Bioelectric Impedance from 8 a.m.
to 10 a.m. every Thursday or by
appointment in Central Classroom
Building, Room 221. For more
information contact Sherry at 2067599 or sherrbutleriDnetscape.net.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information contact Bill
or Nicole at 924-4330.
Movimiento Estudiantil de Aztlan
M.E.Ch.A
Weekly meeting today at 6 p.m. in
Mosaic Student Union. For more
information contact Adriana
Cabrera-Garcia at 250-9245 or
sanjosemechaPyahoo.com.
National Association of Working
Women, 9 to 5
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Augusta isn’t unique in its
policies of segregation
Thanks to Martha Burk, a spring rite for golf enthusiasts tion between us would not be productive."
begins today free from sponsor commercials.
Discrimination of any kind, by anyone’s definition, is
Round one of the Masters Tournament opens today at wrong, unproductive and hurtful.
Augusta National in Augusta, Ga. Long considered a preSegregation, though, in some circumstances can be desirmier major tournament, the Masters has hosted some of able.
golf’s greatest players.
Some women prefer to segregate themselves from men,
It will end on Sunday with the winner slipping into the for example, in health or fitness clubs. Women-only clubs
famous green jacket in a ceremony enjoyed by past cham- have grown in popularity.
pions such as Tiger Woods, Vijay Singh and Jose Maria
Women joining certain clubs have said they are intimiOlazabal, who are included on this year’s invitee list.
dated by traditional coed facilities.
The tournament’s host, Augusta National Golf Club,
Gender sameness sometimes makes for more comfortable
decided to decline media sponsorship and conduct its own surroundings.
telecast as a direct response to the stance
Four private, men-only golf clubs operattaken by Burk, chair of the National
ing in the greater Chicago area offer no
Council of Women’s Organizations, who
apologies for their membership practices.
has urged Augusta to admit women to its
In a December TravelGolf.com article, the
membership.
founder of Black Sheep Golf Club in Sugar
The club, which opened in 1933, has no
Grove, Ill., Vince Salano, Sr. said, "The
female members or rules on the books
male-only policy at Black Sheep was really a
explicitly excluding women. Burk has
marketing decision. It’s just a fact that very
stated that she and the NCWO believe
few women would spend the money
Augusta’s practice of men-only member($85,000 initiation fee) to join a club that
ship smacks of discrimination.
focuses only on golf."
Burk’s demonstration plans during the
Keeping in mind that women reportedly
ANNE WARD
tournament at Augusta were hampered by
7t-SrEEPA GIF-ISPety lialar a amp
a court order preventing group proti .1
.
Salami’s spiarmaster statement maybe, more
activity close to the club’s gates.
accurate if he said ’very few women could spend the
Discrimination is no stranger to Augusta.
money.’
Its first black competitor, Lee Elder, was invited to play
Salano’s club doesn’t allow women on the premises.
in the Masters in 1975.
Augusta does, but only as guests.
Elder was not, however, a member.
Some women would be less likely to find interest in joinThe first African American asked to join the club was ing these restricted clubs where men claim they do not
Gannett Corp. executive Ron Townsend. He became a have Playboy magazines hanging from locker room walls,
member in September 1990 shortly after uproar over a but do enjoy an occasional cigar if it were not suspected
1990 PGA Tournament scheduled to be played at Shoal that business deals and decisions are made with the clinkCreek, an Alabama country club that was criticized for a ing of cocktail glasses and the stench of a stogie, all sans
"whites only" clause in its bylaws. Shoal Creek tried to women.
deflect the jabs at its racist policy by swiftly admitting
It’s unlikely Burk’s efforts will bring to fruition any hope
African American businessman, Louis Willie.
that Augusta National will extend membership opportuniA second African American member was admitted to ties to women any time soon, so her efforts may be better
Augusta shortly after Townsend, but was later asked to spent on building an exclusive, private women-only golf
leave amidst scandalous reports.
club to rival the prestige of Augusta.
Responding to Burk’s June 2002 letter, Augusta’s chairIt could be a blessing in disguise. After all, if Augusta did
man, William "Hootie" Johnson, replied with a three-sen- reform that would mean sharing a table and a tee time with
tence, 67-word letter that said: "As you are aware, Augusta people that find it permissible to admit only two African
National Golf Club is a distinctly private club and, as such, American member s every 70 years.
cannot talk about its membership and practices with those
I say let the boys have their stinky or club.
outside the organization. I have found your letter’s several
references to discrimination, allusions to the sponsors and
Anne Ward is the
your setting of deadlines to be both offensive and coercive.
Spartan Daily Projects Editor.
I hope you will understand why any further communica’Suds From My Soapbox’ appears Thursdays.
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international Programs and
Services
Study abroad fair from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. on April 9 at the Seventh
Street plaza. For more information
contact Kari at 924-5931.
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Mu Alpha Gamma
The 17th annual Magazine Day
will take place April 15, with panel
discussions from 9 a.m. to 11:45
a.m, in the Costanoan and
Almaden rooms of the Student
Union followed by a luncheon in
the Loma Prieta Ballroom. Keynote
speaker David Talbot, founder,
chairman and editor-in-chief of
Salon.com, will speak on "The
future of online publications" at 1
p.m. For more information contact
Harvey Gotliffe at 924-3246.
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SUDS FROM MY SOAPBOX

Viewpoint I Disabled not accomodated
Dear Editor,

resistance to Saddam’s regime the troops have been greeted
and welcomed, but some Iraqis do not believe Bush and his
claims of wanting to build a better Iraq.
Who can blame them?
He promised to build a better America, but our economy
has been in the toilet for the duration of his administration.
He promised food, medicine and schools for Afghanistan,
and so far Afghan President Hamid Karzai has yet to see
these things delivered.
Kabul is still in ruins, as is IChandahar and much of the
rest of the country.
As for the people of Iraq, it needs to be left to them to
decide how best to fill the power vacuum after the departure, if not the death, of Saddam.
Today’s newspapers show pictures of the people tearing
down one statue of Saddam and celebrating the "defeat’ of
his regime.
The war is not over.
As the Marines were helping the people tear down the
statue, their brothers in arms were still fighting street-tostreet blocks away.
Victory is far from secure, regardless of what goal you
believe the United States has in this war.
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CARE I

Centers growing more diverse

continuedfrom page 1
She said all jobs involving seniors do
not. include just nursing homes and
senior centers. Other careers include
occupational therapy, nursing, recreation, human performance, social
work and nutrition.
Wednesday’s
event,
"Golden
Opportunities: Working with Diverse
Older Adults," met in the Mosaic
Cross Cultural Center at 10 a.m, and
presented a panel of four speakers,
who work with older adults in nonprofit organizations.
Of the speakers, Michael Kim, assistant director of the Korean American
Community Services, said all of the
panelists work for meaning and happiness.
Ellen Hertel, director of the
Eastside Neighborhood Center,
which focuses on Latino and Filipino
older adults, agreed.
"Every day is meaningful when you
are working with the seniors," Hertel
said.
Angie Pratt took a position working
with older adults after learning to
respect them while working with
Eskimos along the Yukon River.
"My life has been so gratefully
enriched by working with cultures
other than my own, said Pratt, the
director of John XXIII Multi-Service
Center, a part of Catholic Charities.
Some of the programs and activities
presented by the panelists for their
centers vary from place to place.
Kim, whose center specializes working with Koreans, said the Korean
American Community Services has
senior shopping trips, exercise programs, health screenings, a peace choir
and flower arrangement classes.
Pratt added John XXIII Multi-service Center has ESL classes.
Other benefits of these centers
include health centers.
"SJSU has a health center in our
center," Pratt said.
She added it was managed by the
head of the SJSU nursing program
and included a podiatry clinic, eye
examinations, flu shots and health
forums about certain topics.
Hertel said her center was partnered
with 0’ Connor Hospital and on
Saturdays presents a class in Spanish
on diabetes.
Also, nutritional meals are specifically prepared for the older adults at
these centers.
Jose Reyes, one of the panelists and
the nutrition site manager for Iola
Williams Senior Center, said St.
James caters his center’s food.
Because his center has such an ethnically diverse population, the food
served sometimes consists of oriental,

Victims of sexual assault and those
concerned about sexual violence on
campus are urged to come to Friday
night’s Take Back The Night march,
rally and speak-out at 6 p.m. at the
Student Union Amphitheater at San
Jose State University, said organizer
and senior Erika Jackson.
"Take Back the Night is about
breaking the silence and empowering
women on campus," said Jackson,
coordinator of the SJSU Women’s
Resource Center.
The event will kick off with three
speakers, include a march around the
outer edges of campus and conclude
with a free-expression art activity at
the amphitheater, according to organizers.
The keynote speaker will be wellknown author and activist Riane
Eisler, Jackson said.
Eisler is the founder of Partnership
Way, a Web-based foundation that
focuses on relationships, spirituality,
violence, economics and politics,
among other things, according to
Hyon Chu Yi, coordinator or the
Mosaic Cross Cultural Center.
Partial funding for Eisler’s speech is
coming from Mosaic, Yi said.
"We believe Take Back the Night is
an important event," Yi said.

NEWS , PAGE 3

BRAWL I Police still searchingfor suspect
continuedfrom page I
enlisted non-Greek and non-SJSU
combatants who may have brought
knives and clubs to the brawl, according
to police.
As of now, Trait is wanted for assault
with a deadly weapon.
fwenty-three-rar-old Lambda and
art major Alarn Kim was killed in the
rumble.
On-campus judicial hearings will definitely follow the SJPD’s investigation,
said Associate Vice President for
Campus Life St. Saffold in a February

interview.
A letter explaining SJSU judicial procedures was sent Jan. 23 by Campus
Life officials to the presidents of nowsuspended Pi Alpha Phi and Lambda
Phi Epsilon, said AngelaHarper, coordinator of Greek Life.
"I haven’t heard any further information form judicial affairs," Harper said.
Though SJSU officials have said they
cannot suspend, expel or sanction students who went to Flickinger Park until
the city’s police investigation concludes,
many of the fraternity brothers involved
have withdrawn from classes or are

looking_ into transferring, said Hyon
Chu Yi, coordinator of the Mosaic
Cross Cultural Center.
Yi said shocked members of the fraternities sought comfort at the Mosaic
Cross Cultural Center following the
fatal fight.
Those who return to SJSU will want
to reconcile, she said.
"Some senior members of Pi Alpha
Phi have expressed interest in starting a
reconciliation process (with Lambda
Phi Epsilon), Yi said. "But there
haven’t been any specific ideas as of
yet."

MEETING I Computer center also mentioned
De Alba invited the board of place," he said. "The lab will be
continuedfrom page 1
directors to a VTA meeting on May divided into groups, instead of maltaffecting SJSU students is the Valley 1 to speak on behalf of SJSU stu- ing individuOs get off the computTransit Authority, which is consid- dents.
ers."
ering an increase in rates and a v De Alba also spoke about the
Also on the A.S. agenda was to
decrease in operation.
computer service center and the discuss nine acts that serve as guide"They are considering a fee problems they have been experienc- lines for how the student governincrease of 73 percent and a reduc- ing with tech-recreation.
ment functions.
tion of operation of 21 percent,"
"Some were repealed and some
"I(Vhen the lab is full, those stusaid A.S. executive director Alfonso dents who are gaming, chatting or just needed minor grammatical
De Alba. "That is on top of a 20 checking e-mail will be asked to changes," said Carlos Trujillo, direcpercent decrease that has already allow those who need the computers tor of governing affairs. "These acts
gone through."
for academic purposes to take their in a way act as our syllabus."

HUERTA I Spoke Wednesday

Sam] Yoneda / Daily Staff
Rosie Connolly, a graduate student in career education, came to the
careers in aging event on Wednesday and looked at the variety of
fliers at the Mosaic Cross Cultural Center in the Student Union.
American or African American foods.
"We have five cycle menus," Reyes
said.
Pratt added her center has food
plans decided by the county for 55
cites and is cooked on location.
One problem with the diversity of
the centers is the numerous languages
that are spoken.
"Sometimes it’s frustrating because I
don’t know what they are saying, so I
have to be patient with them," Reyes
said.
Nancy Hikoyeda, the gerontology
director at SJSU, said she feels students should educate themselves more

with these topics.
Tram Nguyen, sophomore in health
science and gerontology, said she felt
the information given at the event WU
interesting.
"I think it’s fascinating that they
really inform you about volunteering
and giving back to the community,
she said.
Career Center consultant Susane
Head added that she thinks older
adults are going to impact all industries in the next ten years.
"Older people are not about frailties
and death and dying," she said. "It’s
really about opportunities."

Friday march to address sexual
assault, injustice toward women
By Tony Burchyns
Daily Staff Writer

THE SPARTAN DAILY

She also said the Mosaic Cross
Cultural Center frequently works
with the Women’s Resource Center to
plan special events.
Other speaker’s appearing Friday
are Women’s Resource Center member Angelina Fernandez and Gay
Lesbian
Bisexual Transgender
Association Co-chair Bernard
Munign.
’Bernard will be addressing what
men can do to prevent sexual violence, and I’ll be giving a short introductory speech," Fernandez said.
Fernandez and Jackson said making
SJSU students and faculty members
aware of sexual violence is a key
objective of Take Back the Night.
One in five women reports rape or
physical abuse in her lifetime, according to Women’s Resource Center
information.
Jackson said four sexual assaults

have been reported co university
police this year, and eight were
reTorted last year.
Of course, there’s countless other
cases that don’t get reported," Jackson
said.
She said one reason sexual assaults
at San Jose State University go unreported is that there is no cohesive
rare-prevention program.
Sexual violence is something that
isn’t talked about on campus, it’s
invisible," she said.
Fernandez said the Women’s
Resource Center is technically a student club with six members.
"We get our funding from
Associated Students," Fernandez said.
Fernandez said the center offers
referral services, distributes condoms
and lubricant, posts employment listings, and provides information about
emergency contraception.

11.111-7

31 E. Santa Clara Street, San Jose, 408.947.847
www.JOHNNYVSBAR.com
Sexual Violence Awareness Mont

continuedfrom page 1
She said Chavez only reached the
eighth grade and that many people do
not have the opportunity to get an education.
"There is no difference between people with a diploma and those who do
not have one, she said.
She emphasized that people with
degrees should not only use their diplomas to make money but use their education help those who did not have the
chance.
Touching on other social issues, she
spoke of the many ethnicities that are
discriminated against, including women
in that group.
"Women need to be in higher positions," she said. "When women are not
at the tables where important decisions
are being made the wrong decisions
are being made."
She concluded by telling the students
in particular that they are the future. She
said they must start using their political
power, writing letters to their representatives in Congress. She said that even
farm workers who are not registered to
vote are knocking on doors to encourage
people to vote. Iluerta who turns 73
today, urged students to Tarticipate.
"Please
involved, Huerta said.
"Let us tell ourselves that election day is

the most important day of our lives, not
our birthday or anniversary."
"Let’s fight for justice and continue
Cesar Chavez’s fight."
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SILENCE I Discrimination quiets some House, Senate agree to delay tax cut decision
continuedfrom page I
social work, said that the 10 speakers
on the panel came from different
minority groups and spoke about
their personal experiences in dealing
with discrimination.
One of the speakers, Roderick
Oculto, a youth service coordinator
for the Billy DeFrank Lesbian and
Gay Community Center described
how he has been discriminated
aiainst for being gay.
As a gay male., silence is the culture of gay," DeFrank said.
He said that he came out about
being gay at age 16 but was afraid to
tell anyone, including his gay
friends.
DeFrank said that when he came
out he was so accustomed to hearing
the derogatory terms used against
Sac:in Yoneda / Daily Staff
gay people that he wanted to stay Rick
Oculto, a youth service coordinator at the Billy De Frank Lesbian
silent and not tell anyone he was gay.
Another speaker for the panel was and Gay Community Center, spoke about his experiences facing anti
Jatill Antoine, who spoke about the gay situations in the Costanoan room in the Student Union on
discrimination she endures for being Wednesday for the Gay Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender Alliance.
a lesbian.
She described feeling uncomfortable when holding her girlfriend’s classmates called her a terrorist and being heard because of oppression
hand in public and said she often a Gandhi.
and prejudice.
feels unsafe.
She also described the racial profilIt said, "Think about the voices
"Personally, I fear for my life," ing that occurred against Middle you are not hearing. What can you
Antoine said.
Eastern people after Sept. 11 and do to end the silence?"
Adriana Nassrallah, a senior how her family told her to tell peomajoring in social work, was also a ple she was Nicaraguan and not
member of the panel.
Palestinian because they feared for
Nassrallah described an experience her safety.
she had while in fifth grade when a
"For someone to tell me to keee
teacher told her that she had the silent is very, very frustrating,
same last name as a Lebanese terror- Nassrallah said.
ist.
A final statement written on the
Nassrallah, who is Palestinian and note given out to people about the
Nicaraguan, said that after her participant’s silence asked them to
teacher made those comments her think about the voices that are not

Nleatis ,onillilttees -fur
something the hudzeteers ,ouldn’t fizure out," said Sen. Charles Crassley, KIowa, the finance panel chairman.
Underlining the bitterness of the
internal GOP debate, Nussle said in
an interview that the dual -track
approach was needed because of "four
votes in the Senate, who don’t seem as
concerned about economic growth as
the vast majority of the Republican
Party, and we need to manage that
problem."
Despite a thin Senate majority,
Republicans there have fallen two votes
short of being able to increase the $350
billion tax cut it endorsed last month.
At various times, GOP Sens. Lincoln
Chafee of Rhode Island, John McCain
of Arizona, Olympia Snowe of Maine
and George Voinovich of Ohio have
opposed a larger tax reduction.
-But Wednesday, GOP congressional
aides and White House officials
expressed confidence that the approach
would win them the 50 votes they
would need to muscle a budget
through the Senate, with Vice
President Dick Cheney providing the
tie-breaking 51st vote if needed. Aides
to Voinovich and Snowe said the senators would support the budget, while
Snowe tentatively endorsed it.
"I think that’s a major step forward,"
said Snowe.

billion, but Democrats said they had A
WASHINGTON (AY) House
and Senate leaders struck an extraordi- letter from the Senate parliamentarian
nary budget agreement on Wednesday stating that for procedural reasons,
that would postpone until later this Senate Republicans would need 60
year a resolution of the internal votes for any.part of the tax cut exceedRepublican battle over how deeply to ing $350 billion.
The agreement seemed to give the
cut taxes.
They also tried resolving eleventh- upper hand to Senate moderates who
hour disputes over a separate package have objected to tax cuts exceeding
providing nearly $80 billion for initial $350 billion. Under any scenario, their
costs of the Iraq war and its aftermath support would be needed for propoplus other efforts to combat terrorism nents of larger tax cuts to get the minimum 51 votes to prevail.
around the globe.
Wednesday’s action seemed to spell
The budget compromise which
won crucial support from a pair of the end of the full $726 billion package
Bush proposed in January as a major
moderate GOP senators removed
the last major obstacle to congressional pillar of his domestic agenda. He said
would end taxes
passage this week of a $2.2 trillion tax- his plan which
and-spending plan for 2004. Leaders individuals pay on corporate dividends
also wanted to send President Bush the and accelerate scheduled income tax
cuts would revitalize the listless
war spending bill this week.
"We’re done," said House Budget economy.
Congressional aides and private anaCommittee Chairman Jim Nussle, Rlysts said they believed a final congresIowa
The fiscal blueprint would let the sional budget had never before left the
Senate pass a tax-cutting bill in coming tax number undecided. The ambivaweeks costing $350 billion through lence underscored an unresolved feud
2013, while Nussle said the House’s between GOP conservatives who say a
price tag would be $626 billion.
larger tax cut would be a boon to the
The two chambers would have to economy, and moderates who say it
approve a bill with a common number would worsen federal deficits expected
Wore shipping it to Bush for his sig- to approach $400 billion this year.
nature, but a dispute over that figure
"The motivation is pretty clear and
erupted. Republicans said a compro- simple: To pass the buck" to the taxmise House-Senate bill could have any writing Senate Finance and House
tax cut between $626 billion and $350
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CONFLICT IN IRAQ

REGIME ’Fighting continued at university Cheney says U.N. role in post-war
reached Qurnah, said to be the site of
the biblical Garden of Eden. The troops
and as many as 300 wounded Iraqis were welcomed by cheering crowds of
were brought to the al-Kindi hospital in
Ma’dan, marsh Arabs who have suffered
the capital Tuesday.
genocide at the hands of Saddam. There
Saddam’s whereabouts remained a was celebrating, too, in Basra, according
mystery, especially so since a bombing to a British journalist who reported that
Monday night on a building where U.S. rejoicing broke out after news of develintelligence officials believed he and at opments in Baghdad reached the city.
least one of his sons were meeting. U.S.
Administration officials cautioned
special operations forces scoured the site that difficult and dangerous days may
Wednesday, looking for remains or yet lie ahead for American and British
other evidence that the four bombs may forces. "This is not over despite all the
have killed the Iraqi leader. Russia s celebrating on the streets," said
Foreign Ministry denied that Saddam Rtunsfeld. And Gen. Richard Myers,
had taken refuge in Moscow’s embassy chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
in Baghdad.
said Iraqi death squads still exist in the
There was scattered fighting in the western part of the country.
capital, including at Baghdad
Like other officials, Rumsfeld said he
University, where Iraqis were cornered, did not know Saddarn’s whereabouts.
the river at their backs.
But he said some unidentified members
Fires burned in the city after dark
of Saddam’s regime were moving out of
the Ministry of Transport and Iraq into Syria. Citing intelligence
Communication was ablaze
and information, he added that some were
gunfire persisted. But Pentagon officials staying in Syria, while others were going
characterized it as sporadic attacks from on to other locations.
pockets of resistance, and said U.S.
Whether Saddam was living or dead,
troops had been through most areas of wounded or hoping to escape, the signs
the capital.
of his regime’s collapse were everywhere.
Increasingly, American and British
For the first time since Operation Iraqi
forces were turning their effort to Freedom was launched three weeks ago,
humanitarian assistance in the southern Information Minister Mohammed
part of the country, and their firepower Saeed al-Sahhaf failed to appear before
on northern regions not yet under their reporters with claims of glonous battlecontrol.
field victories by Iraqi troops. And for
Warplanes bombed Tilcrit, Saddam’s the first time in decades, -Iraqis were
birthplace about 100 miles north of the defacing images of the man who ruled
capital, in advance of ground forces brutally for nearly a quarter century.
moving in. American commandos and
One wall painting was spraypainted
Kurdish peshmerga fighters seized a with black devil’s horns, eyeglasses and a
key mountaintop in northern Iraq, black chin beard. Others were set
eliminating an Iraqi air defense installa- ablaze.
tion near the government-held city of
"We are relieved because for years we
Mosul.
lived in anxiety and fear," said Shamoun
To the south, officials said the 1st George, a resident of Baghdad’s ICarrada
Battalion Royal Irish Regiment had district, as American troops entered the
continuedfrom page 1

area.
"Bush, Bush, thank you," chanted
small bands of youth in Saddam City, a
predominantly Shiite area of eastern
Baghdad.
At the city center, a crowd gathered at
the base of a large statue of Saddam
inside al-Firdos (Paradise) Square.
Several men climbed up a ladder, tied
a thick rope around the statue like a
noose, then tried to pull it over.
Moments later, a Marine briefly covered
the upright statue’s head with an
American flag, then replaced it with an
Iraqi flag, underscoring the sensitivity
that senior U.S. officials feel about
entering Iraq as liberators, rather than
occupiers.
Finally, the Marines brought an M88
tank recovery vehicle into position. A
chain was attached to the statue, which
was toppled to the cheers of watching
Iraqis. -011uickly, they swarmed over the
downed icon, stomping it. Soon after,
several men were seen draaing its severed head through the streets, and Iraqis
used a sledgehammer to attack the
pedestal where it once stood.
The scene was televised worldwide to
an audience that included President
Bush.
At the same time Baghdad rejoiced,
celebration broke out in Irbil. far to the
north. There was joy, too, in the Kurdish
city of Sulaymaniyah, base of the
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan.
That celebration, and statements by
Baghdad residents to American
reporters, underscored the complexity of
establishing a postwar government in
Iraq.
’We will never allow them to stay.
Whatever he (Saddam) has done, he is a
Muslim and we are a Muslim nation,’
said Ali al-Obeidim, a store owner in
Baghdad.

Iraq should be humanitarian
NEW ORLEANS (AP)
The
United States and its allies will lead
Iraq’s transition to a new government
once the war is over and the United
Nations should lead the relief work,
Vice President Dick Cheney said
Wednesday.
"The key role especially as long as
there is a security threat
has to
reside with the United States government," he told the American Society of
Newspaper Editors.
"We don’t believe that the United
Nations is equipped to play that central role. It will play a very important
role, but I think the central role will
reside with the coalition," he said.
He noted that in Afghanistan, U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan sent a
representative to be involved in creation of a new government. "That may
be the right way to go" in Iraq, he said.
"Kofi Annan has indicated his vision
is pretty close to what ours is transfer to Iraqis, not the United Nations or
any other group."
Annan, who has said the U.N. should
play "an important role" in rebuilding
Iraq, is discussing details with
European leaders this week He is
expected to visit officials in France,
Germany, Britain and Russia.
Cheney said he expects France and
other opponents of the war to have
humanitarian involvement in postwar
Iraq. He also said a meeting is scheduled for sometime after Saturday in
Iraq with different Iraqi groups to discuss the nation’s new government. He
said he did not know which groups
would attend.
Cheney’s comments came as Marine

Iraqi-Americans jubilant, relieved amid
assertions that Saddam’s government is crumbling
Associated Press
Iraqis in Michigan paraded through
the streets waving American and Iraqi
flags, while others around the nation
greeted signs that Saddam Hussein’s
regime is crumbling with tears of joy.
Worries about relatives in their
homeland persisted, but a wave of
relief washed over many in the IraqiAmerican community Wednesday as
they saw news reports of collapsing
opposition to U.S. troops in Baghdad.
This is a day we’ve been waiting for
35 years," said Fcisal Amin AlIstrabadi, a Chicago lawyer who went
in late to work after watching events
unfold on television. "It’s a tremendous
relief that it seems that this is the
beginning of the end. I’m very, very
proud to be an American today, as well
as an Iraqi."
Spontaneous celebrations broke out
in cities with large Iraqi-American

populations. In Dearborn, Mich.,
about 1,200 people gathered in
Hemlock Park, chanting and waving
British, American and Iraqi flags. In El
Cajon, Calif , home to about 6,000
Iraqi Kurds, about 150 people rejoiced
in the streets. And in Everett, Wash.,
hundreds of jubilant Iraqi immigrants
danced and chanted on Colby Avenue,
horns blaring.
Earlier in Dearborn, a largely Arab
Detroit suburb, people stood on car
roofs while others chanted slogans in
Arabic, including "Hey hey, Saddam,
hey Saddam, where are you going to
escape tor and "Saddam is dead, long
live Iraq." At one point, the crowd used
candy to pelt a large cardboard drawing of Saddam, took the picture out
into the street, jumped on it and eventually tore it in half.
"Today is my birthday," said Ali AlGhazal’, 46, a native of southern Iraq.
"But it’s also the birthday for all

Iraqis."
Salah Flaih, who decorated his
Manchester, N.H., convenience store
with American flags and a life-sized
cardboard cutout of President Bush,
hopped up and down as he watched
television images of U.S. Marines and
Iraqis topple a 40-foot statue of
Saddam that stood in the center of
Baghdad’s al-Firdos (Paradise) Square.
"Oh, the Iraqi people are happy
now," said Flaih, 49, who moved to
New Hampshire with his wife and
sons 2 1/2 years ago. "It’s the happiest
moment in my life. It’s my liberatiot\
day."
F& Iraqi immigrants in Southern
California, Wednesday became an
instant holiday. Basam Alhussaini, 39,
left work when he saw the statue of
Saddam fall on TV.
"The moment was a dream come
true," the San Dimas, Calif, engineer
said. "I could pinch myself. Saddam

Residents want Iraqi lawyer who rescued
POW Lynch to come to West Virginia
MALDEN, W.Va. (AP) First,
they have to find him. But when they
do, residents of this small town want
to thank the Iraqi man who helped
save POW Jessica Lynch by bringing
him to West Virginia.
The man, a lawyer known only as
Mohammed, reportedly led U.S.
troops to the hospital where Lynch
was being held. The 19-year-old
Army private was rescued last week
and is recovering at a military hospital in Germany. Mohammed’s role
hasn’t been confirmed by the military.
The effort to track down the man is
being led by James Thibeault, who has
founded Friends of Mohammad. The
organization will be based in Lynch’s
hometown of Palestine, which is about
70 miles northwest of Malden, a
Charleston suburb.
"There’s a wonderful spiritual connection there for the Muslim people,"
said Thibeault, who hopes a Lynch
family member will sit on the group’s
board.
Lynch’s father said last week that
that if he ever meets the lawyer, "he
would get a world of hugs out of that
heroic deal."
"I am truly grateful," Greg Lynch
told NBC’s "Today" show. "I realize he
risked his own life to do this. The man
is an angel and a god in his own ways."
Thibeault and about 10 residents
met Wednesday with Imam Jamal
Dauodi, spiritual leader of the Islamic
Association of West Virginia, to discuss raising money to bring
SAU Department of Music I Dome
Presenh
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Mohammed here and other details.
Daoudi said it was no coincidence
that a man named after Islam’s
prophet Mohammed saved an
American woman from a town called
Palestine.
"It is the will of God," he said.
Local veterans are interested in
donating money for Mohammed’s
trip, said Betty Gainer, vice president
of the Malden chapter of the Korean

War Veterans Association.
"I know these vets," Gainer said.
"They’ve been following the story of
Jessica Lynch hour by hour."
Mike Jarrett, who has a son on active
duty, said he feels a personal connection to Mohammed and Lynch.
"I think first of all it takes a lot of
courage to do what he did," he said.
"As a parent you just can relate to what
this person did for Jessica."

rtmcw St/SNI

and Army units were wel,omed by
vplauding _Iraqis on the streets of
Baghdad. He cautioned that Saddam
Hussein’s regime still controls a lot of
territory in northern Iraq, but lauded
U.S. leaders for "one of the most
extraordinary military campaigns ever
conducted."
He dismissed critics as "retired military officers embedded in TV studios."
Cheney said the United States would
make an effort to convince the Muslim
world that it isn’t interested in controlling Iraq and merely wants to reconstruct the country and pull its troops
out as quickly as possible.
."Our record may not be perfect," but
tise U.S._g_ovemment has often acted to
Brotect Muslims, not attack them, he
said. He cited the liberation of Kuwait
and U.S. intervention in the former
Yugoslavia.
The United States is committed to
ensuring that revenue from Iraq’s oil
fields go to the citizens of Iraq, he said.

ot Asthma?
Give us a call
And see if you qualify
to participate in a
Research Study for Asthma
NO Insurance Needed
Early Appointments Available
Compensation of up to $800 for Time and Travel

San Jose,

I Iussein means tear to all Iraqis."

In Lincoln, Neb., Omar Younis
watched the same images. "It’s exciting,
it’s very great," said Younis, who has
family living in Mosul. ’I wish I was
there to participate with the people."
Ithaar 13erweesh, who hasn’t been
able to sleep more than three hours a
night since the war started, said he
woke up early to "the adrenaline rush
of watching history unfold," seeing television images of people throwing
flowers at American tanks, waving
flags and removing symbols of
Saddam’s regirnc.

SJCR
EiTnica; Research
Call NOW! 408.297.6030 ext. 27
2039 Forest Ave. Suite 2o4B San Jose, CA 95128
(Behind Valley Fair mall.
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summer
session
Open Enrollment

Mon -Fri IIAM-9PM Sat-Sun 12-8PM
III Paseo de San Antonio, 5.3rd St. off San Carlos

OPEN 7 DAYS!!!
SYMPOSIUM ON
LEADING TECHNOLOGIES

Transfer credits

Today

Apr. 17

Dr. Dave Korsmeyer,
Chiefs Compustational Science
Division, NASA Ames ResearchCenter
Topic: NASA’s Mission Driven R&D in
Information Technology and
Computer Science

Dr. Mohamed Fayed,
Professor, Computer Engineering, SISL)
Topic: Accomplishing Software Stability

Apr. 24

TBA

May 01

Dr Glenn Fox,
Director, Forensic Science Center (FSC), Lawrence Livermore Nat
Topic: Catching the bad guys: Forensic Science and its Application
to National Security

May 08

Dr. Bill Clancey,
Chief Scientist, Human-Center Computer Center, NASA Ames Res
Topic: Mars on Earth: Using the Flashilne Mars Arctic Research
Station (FMARS) to Prepare for Mars Surface Operations

May 15

Dr. Steve Weiter,
Senior Scientist, Nanotechnology Lab, Lockheed Martin
Topic: TM
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Physics in 9 weeks
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’Teriyaki Rice Bowls
’Phone Orders Welcome
’Sushi: Nigiri & Rolls
’Catering Available
’Noodles: Udon & Ramen ’Eat In or Take Out

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
SPRING 2003 SERIES

2

2003

408.275.9491
Delicious & Affordable
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-The oil revenue is nut to be diverted to anything but to service the
immediate and eventually the longterm needs of the people of Iraq,’
Cheney said.
Since the United Nations put sanctions on Iraq, the country has lost $100
billion in oil revenue, Cheney said.
"What revenues came in, (Saddam
Hussein) spent on himself building
magnificent palaces around the country and on weapons.
Cheney said the oil could bring Iraq
up to $20 billion annually. He said the
United States will set up an organization, made up largely_ofIraqis, to oversee the oil industry. The fields could be
pumping 2.5 million to 3 million barrels per day by the end of the year, he
said.
The vice president also denied
charges that American troops had
deliberately targeted Arab journalists.
"You’d have to be an idiot to believe
that,’ he said.

lAmpuler I vowing 0,1111nerl. henNheen...5.

Session I
June 19 - July 25
Session II
July 28 - Sept. 3
Session Ill
3-week sessions
begin June 16
Study Abroad courses

www.scu.edu/summer
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Mad movie: Nicholson gives
Sandler wacky anger therapy

60A
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Suit accuses LAPD officer of
selling celebrity data to tabloids
LOS ANGELES (AP) A Los
Angeles police officer used department computers to access confidential
law enforcement records of celebrities
and sold the information to tabloids,
according to a lawsuit recently settled
by the city
Officer Kelly Chrisman, a 13-year
veteran, acknowledged looking up the
information, but said he did so at the
direction of his superiors, according to
internal Los Angeles Police
records. Attorney
Department
Christopher Darden said his client
never sold the information to anyone.
"There’s really nothing in those
records to sell to tabloids," Darden
said. "He didn’t do it. That’s that."
The lawsuit prompted the department to launch its own investigation,
which the Los Angeles Times reported Tuesday turned up "hundreds of
hits" on the names of famous people,
including Jennifer Aniston, Mickey
Rourke, Pamela Anderson, and
Nicole Brown Simpson.
Between 1994 and 2000 Chrisman
also accessed computer files on such
celebrities as Sharon Stone, Sean
Penn, Meg Ryan, Kobe Bryant, 0.J.
Simpson, Larry King, Drew
Barrymore, Cindy Crawford, and
Halle Berry, according to the internal
documents.
Personal information available
through the department’s computer
system goes far beyond background
on those with criminal records.
Officers can access government
agency files on individuals’ driving
records, birth dates, ownership of
vehicles, physical descriptions, Social
Security numbers, restraining orders
and, in some cases, unlisted phone
numbers.
The lawsuit was filed by Chrisman’s
former girlfriend, CyndyTruhan, who

Dr Buddy Rydell (Jack Nicholson) and Dave Buznik (Adam Sandler) engage in some unconventional anger management therapy in Revolution
comedy Anger Management, a Columbia Pictures release.

.Inger Management’
succeeds in bringing
laughs to audience
By Matthew Adamski
Daily Staff Writer
Adam Sandler and Jack Nicholson
star as patient and therapist in the new
Columbia Pictures comedy film
"Anger Management" directed by
Peter Segal. The film is scheduled for
release in theatres nationwide Friday.
The plot begins when Dave Buznik
(Sandler) has a major misunderstand-

REVIEW
mg with a flight attendant that escalates out of control while aboard an
airplane. As a consequence, Judge
Daniels (Lynne Thigpen) sentences
Buznik to attend anger management
classes run by Dr. Buddy. -Rvdell
.

passive nacure and fear of confrontaton by constantly hanging around
with Linda.
Eventually Buddy gets too involved
with Dave’s life, and Dave must
decide whether to crawl back into his
shell or stand up for himself.
John Turturro plays Chuck, one of
the more explosive members of the
anger management therapy group and
Dave’s complete opposite. Buddy pairs
Chuck and Dave as partners outside
of class, which leads to chaos.
The remaining cast consists of Kevin
Negon as Dave’s incompetent attorney; Luis Guzman as a member of the
anger management group; recent
Oscar nominee John C. Reilly as
Dave’s childhood bully; Woody
Harrelson as the transvestite Galaxia
and Heather Graham plays a beautiful
woman Dave tries to pick up.
Former New York City mayor
Rudolph Giuliani, John McEnroe,
Derek Jeter, Roger Clemens and
Indiana University s legendary basketball coach Bobby Knight make cameo
appearances in the film.
Nicholson and Sandler play their
parts perfectly. The characters they
play, Buddy and Dave, exchange prac-

tical jokes with each other throughout
the film. These jokes are quite humorous and provide the audience with
some fun memorable scenes.
Moviegoers will laugh frequently
throughout the movie and even hours
after the show. They will enjoy watching many familiar and famous faces
appear on the silver screen, the eccentric characters and the absurd situations Dave finds himself in.
This movie is for anyone who has
ever had moments of rage, but wants
to laugh to forget the anger.

opening bids starting at $500.
On Tuesday the eighth day of the
auction 29 of the 49 bras had bids,
with the highest at $2,965 for Leoni’s
design.
The auction is expected to raise
between $50,000 to $100,000 for
breast cancer research at UCLA and

the University of Southern California.
Lee Dunbar, a senior vice president
and director of Sotheby’s collectibles
department, said the celebrities
sketched their own designs and
Frederick’s of Hollywood, which
underwrote the project, made them.
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Something Missing in Your life?
Maybe it’s God!
Join Us for Worship
Our Savior’s Lutheran Church
1224 N. Winchester Blvd.,
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 296-2688
Sunday Service: 10:30am
Bible Study: 9:00am
Wed. Evening Potluck:
6:00pm
Song/ Worship: 6:45pm
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Focus

Celebrity-designed bras help breast cancer research
NEW YORK (AP) Sheryl Crow
used 150 hot pink guitar picks to create
her outrageous-looking brassiere, and
Cindy Crawford chose rhinestones as
part of an online auction of bras to
benefit breast cancer research.
The sale of 49 celebrity-designed
bras is being offered by Sothebys.com
and Los Angeles-based Expedition
Inspiration, a group that sponsors hikes
called "Take -a-Hikes" for breast
cancer survivors and supporters to raise
awareness and money for treatment.
The auction was conceived by actress
Tea Leoni, the Take-A-Hike chairwoman, whose own creation features a
sequined depiction on each cup of a
pink ribbon, the symbol of breast cancer awareness.
The online auction bewi April land
runs through April 18. The brassieres
are valued at $2,000 to $4,000, with

is also the ex-wite of former Los
Angeles Dodgers star Steve Garvey.
In March, the city paid $387,500 to
settle the suit, which claimed
Chrisman secretly used police computers to investigate Truhan along
with hundreds of other people and
made a substantial side income by
selling the information to supermarket tabloids.
Police investigators said they could
not confirm the 34-year-old officer
collected the data for personal financial gain.
Chrisman told investigators he
looked up the names after he was ,
ordered to compile a locator map of
VIP residences.
Retired police Lt. Frank Spangler
told a department hearing board he
asked Chrisman in late 1995 to study
creating such a computerized map so
officers responding to emergencies ,
would know if the addresses belonged
to high-profile people. He said
Chrisman told him about a year later,
he had abandoned the project.
Unauthorized use of police databases is a violation of federal and state
laws, as well as department regulations. Chrisman was placed on home
duty, similar to paid leave, while the
allegations are investigated.

uinie3
u61saa anuenouui .cuaj ’ioong ssog o6nH
Accepting most types ol vision insutance.
205 dicount off a full pas of prescription glat:3es tot
Sari Jose State U. students staff vv/o insurance’

cJiumbia Pictures

Studios’

(Nicholson). Buddy’s approach to
therapy is harsh and provoking, and
Dave is befuddled by it.
After Dave has another misunderstanding involving a waitress, Judge
Daniels orders Dave to step up his
therapy, or he will be put in jail. So,
Bud moves in with Dave to help
him deal with his pent-up anger.
Buddy has no anger pent up inside
because he releases it whenever he
gets the opportunity. He tries to proyoke Dave in numerous ways such as
making rude remarks about Dave’s
girlfriend Linda, played by Marisa
Tomei, and pushing Dave to confront
his anger issues directly.
Dave must suffer through some
embarrassing situations to get rid of
his pent-up anger, including attending
classes with a group of eccentric men
and women with anger control issues,
confronting a childhood bully turned
Buddhist monk, sharing some time
with a transvestite prostitute, asking
out a beautiful young lady at the bar
and singing "I Feel Pretty" on New
York City’s Qpeensboro Bridge durMg rush hour.
To top it off, Linda’s ex-boyfriend
from college takes advantage of Dave’s
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Asian teenagers deal
with issues in MTV film
By Norikazu Ambo

Daily Staff Writer
The Asian American independent
film, "Better Luck Tomorrow,"
reminds the audience of ostensible
issues especially among youths,
including drugs, guns, violence and
SCX.
"I wanted to bring out these issues,"
said Justin Lin, the writer, director
and editor of the movie

REVIEW
In this high school fable, Lin succeeds in introducing ongoing problems that current teenagers are facing,
but unfortunately the film doesn t
quite appear to be as "didactic or
polemic as he wanted it to be.
He examines these issues throughout the film, but he does not suggest
or even imply solutions for each problem.
It was as if he throws things out randomly and leaves them as they were.
The viewers might have to wonder
"So what?" on this 101 -minute movie
when leaving the cinema.
"Better Luck Tomorrow" is sponsored by MTV Films, the feature film
development and production division
of MTV, and Paramount Pictures,
one of the world’s largest entertain-

ment companies.
This provocative film will be
released Friday in selected theaters
including Camera One in downtown
San Jose.
The main cast members are almost
all Asian Americans, "but (their perspective) also has universal elements
that everyone can relate to," Lin said.
Lin stated in the handbook of production information that the film’s
"theme of identity, alienation, angst
and violence are universal to all ages."
He said, "Everyone searches for an
identity."
In fact, this is the story of identity
seeking and self-discovery within a
group of teenagers, who select lives of
petty crimes, violence and drug use.
For instance, a member of a ganglike boisterous group, Ben (Parry
Shen), is an innocent and a bit selfdepressing man, who explores his
experiments from shoplifting to cheat
sheets, to relishing in drugs and to
cuddling guns.
Ben is the most conflicted character
throughout the movie because he falls
in love with his lab partner Stephanie
(Karin Anna Cheung), but she
already has a boyfriend, Steve ( John
Cho).
Once Ben tries to withdraw himself
out of his group, the sense of belonging holds him back to remain in the
group.
Tin qaiii Ben’, character reflects

The main cast
members are almost
all Asian Americans
"but (their
perspective) also has
universal elements
that everyone can
relate to,"
Justin Lin,
director

Photo Courtesy of Paramount/MTV Films

himself the most among the nihilistic
Asian cohorts in terms of the character’s personality.
Cho, who plays Steve, is probably
the most recognizable actor in this
film, appearing in "American Pie" and
"American Pie 2." This character plots
something unpredictable toward the
end.
A talented actress Cheung, who
plays Stephanie, expresses her mixed
feelings tacitly but dramatically in the
relationships with her boyfriend Steve
and Ben.

Daric (Roger Fan) asks Han (Sung Kang), the hesitant leader of the intimate cohort, to cooperate for his
conspiracy as Virgil (Jason Tobin) and Ben (Parry Shen) listen in "Better Luck Tomorrow." The film opens
Friday at Camera One in downtown San Jose.
As one of his messages, Lin ironically implies disconnection between
parents and children in his script.
All five Chinese-American group
members are A-students, so their parents totally trust them.
"Parents still judge their children
based on the grades, which is wrong,"
said Lin, who originally came from
Taiwan when he was in second grade
and grew up in Orange ("minty

By displaying the usage of guns
among the tumultuous kids, -Lin
endeavors to showcase their mentalitY
Every time one points the gun at the
other, the gun handler controls the
group. This is a well-illustrated reality of how the power structure shifts
swiftly in the group.
Lin said he, wanted to explore the
psyche and power dynamics within a

critique that leads to the creation of a
’gang’ mentality."
Overall, "Better Luck Tomorrow"
depicts a harsh and unapologetic
examination of the insecurity and
volatility of today’s youth well.
Even so, while the film would be
considered as a morality story, some
twist is missing to strike the heart of
the audience

TV networks try to be ready for overnight war developments
By David Bauder

AP Television Writer
NEW YORK Video of
dancing, chanting
Iraqis in Baghdad suddenly filled the Fox News
Channel screen on Wednesday. Looters ran out
of government buildings carrying furniture. One
man took off his shoe to swat at a poster of
Saddam Hussein, and someone else spat at the
picture.
It was 4:33 a.m. EDT.
There’s no rest from full-time war coverage on
the cable news networks. During overnight
hours when they normally air reruns, the networks are staying live with updates from Iraq,
and it’s paying off with insomniac fans: viewership has more than quadrupled.
With the ground war reaching Baghdad,
where morning and early afternoon coincide
with overnight hours in the United States, sig-

nificant news is often breaking.
"It’s an interesting change," said Mark
Lulcasiewicz, executive producer in charge of
war coverage for NBC News. "At the start of the
war, many things were happening at night with
the aerial bombing. Now the reverse is true.
Now the most interesting developments are
happening daytime in Iraq and nighttime for us,
which does present some challenges."
This week, it was overnight when news broke
of journalists being killed in Baghdad’s Palestine
Hotel, and gripping pictures first arrived of
tanks rolling in the streets and soldiers marching
into one of Sadciam’s military palaces.
On Wednesday, the cable news networks aired
pictures of looting and celebrating crowds as
quickly as they arrived in their newsrooms. They
noted that government minders that normally
watch reporters had not shown up for work.
"In large parts of the Iraqi capital, civic author-

ity has melted away," said Fox’s Steve Harrigan,
reporting from Jordan since Fox News was booted from Iraq.
"These are the pictures that people in the
Pentagon have waited to see," said CNN’s Chris
Plante.
Broadcast networks have also beefed up their
overnight staffs. ABC News aired a special
report at 1:44 a.m. Monday showing tanks moving into Baghdad.
Both ABC and CBS air ovemight news
broadcasts. In quieter periods, CBS’ "Up to the
Minute" and ABC’s"World News Now" will
repeat significant portions through the night.
Frequently since the war began, the programs
have been going live throughout, executives said.
Dispensing with a leisurely pace, ABC News
has sharpened "World News Now" with frequent updates of headlines from Iraq, said
Sharon Newman, executive

It’s often the time when reporters embedded
with military units call in with stories, said
Marcy McGinnis, senior vice president of news
coverage for CBS.
The changes are most evident on the full-time
news networks. Where once a staff of four or
five people provided protection overnight, now
MSNBC has 20 people working, said Mark
Effron, vice president for live news. A handful of
retired officers serving as military analysts had
the graveyard shift.
Even some familiar faces show up: Aaron
Brown has been working until 2 a.m. EDT on
CNN, and Anderson Cooper has relieved him
on the overnight, although he wasn’t there
Wednesday. In fact, CNN switched to a newscast anchored in London early Wednesday,
while Fox and MSNBC stayed based in the
United States.
It was on the overnight shift that Fox’s

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
Implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and oflerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
CUSTOMER SERVICE
VALET 25-30 pos. FT / PT
Friendly & Outgoing
Great Communication Skills
Clean DMV 408-910-2556

SERVICE SUPERVISOR, M -F.
FT. Provides daily program
planning, activities & supervision for groups of participants
w/developmental disabilities in
San Jose. Prey exp managing
stall. $17/hour. Call Ron HalOg
408-295-0228. Send resume to
Ron Halog, Easter Seals Bay Area.
730 Empey Way, San Jose
95128 or Fax to 408-275-9858.
Call for educational requirements.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
PT/FT - Flexible Schedule
All Shifts - Grave Bonus
Student Friendly - Will Train
408- 247- 4827

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST
8/or Early Interventionist sought
TUTOR WANTED, Trig/Pre-Calc Home -based San Jose program
for HS Senior $15/11r, min 3 hr/wk PT or per diem Salary based on
Please call 408-272-1302
exp Call 510-835-2131x104
Resume to jobsklfesba org or fax
LIFEGUARDS, instructional to LesheiHR :4V 510-444-2340
Lifeguards & Aquatic Specialists
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks LICENSED NUTRITIONIST to
part or full-time for San Jose. teach nutrition & conditioning
Mon -Fri, $9.82413.42. Call class in San Jose Mon -Fri
Jacob - 295-0228. Resume: $113/hr Exp leading exercise. Call
730 Empey Way, San Jose Peter 408-295-0228 Resume:
95128 or fax 408-275-9858
730 Empey Way. San Jose 95128
or fax 408-275-9858
GREAT RECREATION JOBS
At The Los Gatos -Saratoga
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Recreation Dept. DAY CARE
Party rental business
LEADERS, FIT and WT. Must
Perfect for students’
be avail M-F, 7:00am-2:00pm &
Earn $250 every weekend’
afternoons from 2i00-6:00pm. Must have reliable truck or van.
No ECE Units req. Pay range.
Heavy lifting is required
$6.75-$13.80Mr. Call Laurie at
408-292-7876
354-8700x224. If you have skills
in sports, arts, and group games
and like working with children.
we need you
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel PT. Tues-Sat
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work Prefer exp
working w/ dogs. but will train
Great oppty for dog lover Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Call 371-9115
$800 WEEKLY GUARANTEED!
Stuffing envelopes Send a self addressed stamped envelope to
Scarab Marketing 28 E Jackson
10th Fl Ste 938 Chicago II Filf-ion
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
$250/day potential Local positions
1.800-293-3985 ext 559.
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. Free information
Call 203-683-0258.
Certain advirrilsoments in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or eddr
information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firma
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or ~owed! se.

ALL MAJORS! Growing Canco
Regional Office has immediate
customer service/ sales openirs
for energetic individuals. No
experience necessary, training
provided,
part-time
during
classes, full-time summer and
flexible hours. $17.50 / To Start.
Call 408-436-9336.
FUN JOB!
CALL NOW!
Part-time work with flexible hours
(5-30 hours per week)
Customer service/sales positions
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 17.25 BASE appt.
Earn $85 - $500 per week
No expenence necessary
Training provided
Guarantee your summer job now!
CALL 615-1500 10 am -4 pm
’www.workforstudents.com/sjsu*
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & pnvate events
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule, Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
money Call 408-867-7275

FOR SALE
GOT JUNK?
Sell it in the
Spartan Daily Classifieds

SHARED HOUSING

RENTAL HOUSING

1 BDRM In Nice 4 Bdrm Home
10 min from SJSU, near It rail.
$525/mo + 1/4 util. No pets. Call
Michelle, 408-888-0193.

-FREE/FIRST MONTH RENT**
Extra large, newly remodeled:
2 bdrriV1 bath & 2 bdmV2 full bath
apts. starting at $995kricx 41i. Also.
3 bdrm/2 bath apt. $1199 & up
FEMALE ROOMMATE, Non Will work with you on deposit.
Smoker Nice 3bd/2ba home w 2 blocks from SJSU. Water/Trash
yard. 1 blk toll rail, indoor laundry paid Parking avail. Washer/ Deer
$475, $500 dep util Ind 265-6381 on site Cats OK. Well managed
student bldg 408-378-1409
1 LARGE ROOM IN 2/1 CONDO.
w/d. close to fwy & bus. quiet & SPOTLESS VICTORIAN STUDIO
dean. $550 util. 408-506-7046 walk to SJSU Parking. laundry
$695. util pd 408-559-1356 days
ROOMS 4 RENT- 2 blks to SJSU
2 rooms in a Victorian house LIVE 1 BLOCK from CAMPUS
$375 & $475, util incl 836-7961 Large 26/1 Son 9th Quiet $1100
Newly remodeled 408-309-9554.
APPLY NOW! SUMMER/FALL
Men’s furnished shared housing
TIRED OF SHARING
from $415/month including utiliA BATHROOM??
ties. Across street from SJSU. Come see our huge 2 bedroom.
Month to month or lease. Apply 2 full bath. over 1000 square foot
278 S. 10th St Call 243-0707 apartment. Walking distance to
or 268-1750 scpropOattbi.com campus, newly remodeled,
parking,
security
gate
Substantially larger than others,
$1250/mo. 408-947-0803

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DO YOU LOVE SPARTAN
FOOTBALL? The "Spartan
Army’ is seeking to increase
attendance & tun at the football
games We need ideas and help
from you. the STUDENTS Please
visit www SpartanArmy net or
email us at spartanarmy@cox net
for more information Help us to
help Spartan Football Time is of
the essence Please contact us
today

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

WORD PROCESSING

SERVICES

PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282

classified @jmc.sjsu.edu

,

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
_

EDITING BY THE PAGE
Grammar & Organization
Contact Ray at 924-7941.
NEED A VIDEO FOR A SPECIAL
OCCASION, digital photography
services or graphic design?
Infinite Visions has great deals
on weddings, quinceaneras.
graduations, or any other special event video need. Picture
portfolios are also available at a
low cost. Put your slide show of
your pictures on DVD with
your favorite song playing at the
same time. For more info call
408-885-0757 or 408-561-2710.
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your term paper or thesis.
Experienced. efficient, reliably
exacting. I will meet your :!eartline. Call Grace 831-475-2796
or evagrace aol.com.
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
year. Save 30% - 60%. For info
call 1-800-655-3225 or
www studentdental corn or
www goldenwestdental.corn

PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
Have your theses term papers
group proiects etc profession- PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Call
ally typed APA a specialty BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444 or
Experienced & dependable 800-550-4900 Free/Confidential
Almaden/Branham area Call
Linda for an appointment at
(4081 264-4504

HEALTH IA BEAUTY

FORNATioNAL/AcrwYRATE.sem.i.408-924-3277

5n3ociacilihed6nilisd 5a5sndirdletters, 3m6erLitrititillisszititwardolb
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Geraldo Rivera gave his now-famous report outlining military movements in the sand, for which
the Pentagon removed him from Iraq.
Until the Baghdad street video showed up on
Wednesday, it was a slow night. All three networks aired live a portion of British foreign secretary Jack Straw’s news conference from
France. MSNBC’s Dana Lewis surprised two
misty-eyed members of the 101st Airborne
Division with phone hook-ups to their wives
back home.
And at 2:52 a.m. EDT, some military reservists
interviewed by satellite phone found time to flirt
with Fox News’ anchor, Laurie Dhue.
"We spend a lot of time watching you," one
reservist said. "You have a very pretty smile."
Pre-war, the three news networks had a tiny
combined audience of 760,000 people
overnight, according to Nielsen ’Media
Research. Last week, there were 3.4 million people watching, Nielsen said.

ACROSS
1 Dashboard abbr
4 Close f rend
9 Move quickly
Galleon cargo
14 Romance. in
Rome
15 Journal
16 Insult (2 wds )
18 Saying
19 Work day
20 Undermined
22 Aloft
25 Put on the
brakes
26 Tangle
28 Booths
3k Use a microwave
?it Writer - Nin
37 Kayak user
38 Thunderstruck
40 Handed over
42 Metric pound
43 Observes
45 "Star Trek’
regular
47 Jungfrau. e g
48 Votes in
50 Met celebs
52 A Great Lake
54 Hong Kong
boats
58 Dentist’s clients
62 Wizardry
63 Dark complexion
64 Track event
(2 wds )
67 Water -lily painter
68 Communion table
69 Marker
70 Mellow fruit
71 Requires
72 Before, to Byron

13

DOWN
1 Makes fun of
2 Trick
3 Like Swiss cheese
1

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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c 2003 united F saiure Syndicate Inc

4 Kerchief
5 Actress
- Thurman
6 Monastic title
7 Sketched
8 Oui and la
9 Type of cafe
10 "Misery" co-star
11 Try to
persuade
12 Changed hair
Color
15 Hatt of N D
17 Regulations
21 Yankovic and
Molinaro
23 Called up
24 Bathtub feature
27 Hopping mad
29 Darth s
daughter
30 Calm
31 Layover
32 Author - Grey
33 Errant GI’s

t?

status
34 Tennis pro
- Sarnpras
36 Big rigs
39 Liar
41 PBS series
44 Lane
46 Whines
49 Major no-no
51 Train for boxing
53 Actor - Hawke
55 Dumbfounded
56 Friendlier
57 Stage set
58 Grandeur
59 Burn soother
60 Turner of
’Private
Dancer"
61 Part of a foot
65 1-95 (abbr i
66 Dejected

A

III

IC

II

I]

a

I4
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Day
Days
Days
Days Days
3 lines
$9
$11
$13
$5
$7
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS;
20 + consecutive issues receive 10% off
40 + consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 . consecutive issues receive 25% oft
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students. staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Name

Please check

Address

one classification:

City

Stale

Zip cafe

I

Rental Housing
Lost and Found’
Shared Housino
Announcements
Real Estate
Campus Clubs
Services
Greek Messages
Health/Beauty
Events
SportsThrills
Volunteers
_lnance
For Sale
unrEarnent
Electronics
_Tratve
Wanted
Tutoring
Employment
Word Processing
Opportunities

Phone
Send check or money order lo: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sin Jose State University
San Jose. CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
III All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
III QUESTIONS? CALL (4081 924-3277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED

* Lost & Found ads are offered tree as a service to the campus community
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A steady approach
Spartan gymnastics team makes history by qualfffingfor NCAA regionals
the victory over Sacramento State and one
at Cal State Fullerton. The goal of scoring
194.00 was also surpassed- as the team
defeated Sac State 194.050 - 192.575. The
Spartans’ highest score this year was
195.100.
Breaking team records was trendy this
season as well. The vault record was broken
on March 21 against UC Berkeley with a
score of 48.725. The Bars record was broken on Feb. 7 mainst UC Davis with a
score of 49.275. The beam event record was
broken on March 29 during the Mountain
Pacific Championships and finally the floor
event was broken on March 2 against UC
Davis with a score of 43.375.
In a home meet against UC Davis on Feb.
7, yet another goal was accomplished. SJSU
broke its previous team high score of
194.900 scoring 195.100.
The women s gymnastics team also
earned the top GPA of all SJSU sports
teams, making it the No. 1 academic team
at SJSU this year.
SJSU Junior Shirla Choy said leadership
and consistent cheering helped improved
the team, which includes eight freshmen.
The presence of support helped not only
with gymnastics but their academics as
well.
"We try to be involved with the freshman,
more not just in gym but in school," Choy
said.
The accomplishment of qualifying for the
West Regional championships as an entire
team is unique in SJSU history. Individuals
have gone in the past but never as a whole
team. In 2002, four Spartans went to the
NCAA Regionals.
"Making the team go to regionals was my
main goal," said senior co-captain Dani
Albright.
Coach Wright said qualifying for the
West Regional Championships took consistency, commitment and believing in oneself.
"It’s really difficult to believe in yourself,"
Wright said. "It helped that we went nine
and zero in conference. The only schools
that we lost to were in the top 20."
The non-conference losses for the
Spartans came against NCAA west region
opponents,
-No. 2 Stanford University, No. 3
Washington and No.4 Oregon State
University, and in the south central region,
SJSU lost to No. 2 Arizona State
University and also to No. 2 University of
New Hampshire from the northeast region.
Last season, the women’s gymnastics
team record was 12-9-0. This season the
Spartans are 15-10 overall.

Carrie Mattingly
Daily Staff Writer

Kam,

Spartan gymnasts team members Adriane Mertens and Rebecca
of beam exercises during practice in the Spartan Gym.

Ronzio go

Higgins / Daily Staff
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Giants, Padres
slug it out
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Before he could do anything after the
game, Felipe Alou had to take his
daily "acidity" pill, as he calls it.
In Wednesday’s wild 15-11 victory
over the San Diego Padres, the San
Francisco manager just couldn’t find
time for it when he usually does
during the fifth or sixth inning.
You’d think if there was ever a game
he’d need to take his prescription
anti-acidity pill on time, this was it.
"It’s a pre-wine pill," the 67-yearold Alou said with a smile, breaking
out a glass of red wine a few minutes
later.
Pedro Feliz had a career-high four
hits for the Giants in the highestscoring game at 3-year-old Pacific
Bell Park.
The first inning alone featured 11
runs. The Giants first seven batters
scored against Dennis Tankersley,
called up from the minors to make an
emergency start.
The 26 runs surpassed the previous
high of 22 set in the Dodgers’ 14-8
win on June 26,2001.
There were 31 hits, 16 by San
Francisco. There was not a 1-2-3
inning until the top of the sixth.
"This turned out to be a marathon
instead of a matinee," said Alou, a
former Giant whose team is 8-1 and
off to the best start in San Francisco
history. "I have been here many times
when there have been hitting days
like this. It happened at Seals
at
(Stadium),
it
happened
Candlestick and it happened here
today."
Yorvit Torrealba drove in three runs
for the defending NL champions and
Jose Cruz Jr. doubled and made two
great plays in right field. Cruz has hit
safely in all nine games this season
with his new team.
Ryan Klesko splashed a homer into
McCovey Cove and drove in two
runs, giving him an RBI for the fifth
straight game. Rondell White hit a
three-run homer in the first, but
Tankersley (0-1) had the Padres trying to play catch-up all day.

For the first time in school history, the
entire San Jose State University women’s
gymnastics team has advanced to the
NCAA West Regional Championships.
The Spartans advanced to the regional
competition after scoring 194.500 at the
Mountain Pacific Sports Federation
Championships at Sacramento State
University on March 29. Saturday in
Seattle, the Spartan gymnasts team will
compete for the possibility to advance to
the NCAA Championships.
Based on the results of this weekend’s
regional championships two of the twelve
teams competing will head to Lincoln, Neb.
for the National Championships, April 24 to
26.
However, before the Spartans can look
forward to Nebraska they have the competition in Seattle.
No. 11 University of Washington will be
the host for No. 45 SJSU, No. 2 Nebraska,
No. 14 Louisiana Tech University, No. 36
Boise State University and No. 42 Cal State
Fullerton.
For the West Regional, scores accumulated from regular season meets were compiled
into a regional qualifying score to determine a team’s score. Out of a possible
200.000 SJSU’s regional qualifying score
was 194.045.
Reaching
the
West
Regional
Championships is a large accomplishment
for the team and coaches.
"This year our mission was to earn respect
and to tell people out there that we are
regional contenders," said Assistant Coach
Adriana Manago. "We have really focused
on that mission and pretty much accomplished all of our goals from the beginning
of the year."
At the beginning of the season, the
Spartans sat down with head coach Wayne
Wright and assistant coaches Manago and
Tim Rivera to discuss their goals for the
season ahead. Together a mission statement
was created.
That mission statement included beating
Sacramento State University and beating
Cal State Fullerton on the road. Breaking
event records; going 24 for 24 in routines;
to hit 194.00 in at least one meet; to capture
the Mountain Pacific Sports Federation
Championship; to earn the honor of top
academic team at SJSU; to qualify for the
West regional championships and consistency and communication were all goals of
the mission statement.
The Spartans were successful in capturing
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...a dazzling imagination and a dynamic visual style!’
-Patrick McClain. CHICAGO TRIBUNE
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"They wouldn’t even let me talk with
the media on campus," said the 55year-old Bohl, who was hired specifically to help repair the school’s football
program.
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"It is always sad for the indivZd9xl
involved when a situation such as this
occurs and a change is made,"
Williams said in the statement. "We
had difficulties, and we were not as
cohesive as the athletic department
needs to be. This made the atmosphere
somewhat difficult."
Hemenway appointed A. Drue
Jennings, a Kansas graduate, former
football player and the former chief
executive of Kansas City Power &
Light, interim athletic director.
Hemenway said he discussed leadership of the department with Bohl during the past few months, as well as
with coaches, other athletic department staff members, alumni and
donors.
"On the basis of these conversations
and my own evaluation of the situation, I came to the conclusion a change
of leadership was needed at this time,"
Hemenway said, adding that he made
the decision before the end of the basketball season.
Bohl told The AP that he would
meet reporters at his home later
Wednesday.
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University of Kansas fires Athletic Director

LAWRENCE, Kan. (AP)
The
ARLINGTON, Texas (AP)
their fifth straight game and are 7-1,
University of Kansas fired athletic
Miguel Tejada was never concerned by their best start since 1991.
his slow start. Now the AL MVP is
Terrence Long and Mark Ellis hit , director Al Bohl on Wednesday.
Bohl had numerous clashes with
showing everyone he’s not distracted home runs in the third inning to put
by talk about his contract.
Mark Mulder (1-0) and the Athletics popular men’s basketball coach Roy
whose Jayhawks lost to
Tejada went 3-for-4 with a homer ahead to stay. It was Oakland’s ninth
Syracuse in the NCAA championship
and made a couple of nice defensive straight victory over Texas.
plays in the Oakland Athletics’ 13-5
Texas has lost three straight and at 2- game earlier this week
Bohl was hired in 2001 to replace
win over the Texas Rangers on
6 is already five games back in the Al.
Wednesday night.
West under new manager Buck Williams’ close friend and longtime
Kansas athletic director Bob
"I think everybody was worried about Showalter.
me, worried about everything ioin& on
Rangers slugger Rafael Palmeiro hit Frederick
Bohl’s job seemed to be in jeopardy
and that I had a slow start, Tejada his 493rd homer, tying Lou Gehrig for
since rumors surfaced in February that
said. "I don’t worry. I know I’m going 19th on the career list.
to be OK. Now lye had a couple of
After Hatteberg’s three-run homer in UCLA would pursue Williams for its
hits and can tell them I’m OK."
the eighth for an 11-4 lead, rookie head coaching job after the season.
Speculation intensified after North
The three-hit night raised Tejada’s reliever Reynaldo Garcia hit Tejada
average from .188 to .250 (9-for-36). with his next pitch and was immedi- Carolina coach Matt Doherty resigned
before
the Final Four. Williams, a Tar
His second homer of the season, a two- ately ejected by plate umpire C.B.
Heel alumnus, passed on the job three
run shot in the fifth, made it 8-1 and BucicnOr.
chased Ismael Valdes.
Showalter understood the ejection, years ago.
"I would not resign," Bohl told The
Tejada can become a free agent after but said Garcia was just trying to throw
the season, and team president Steve an inside slider. Tejada said he knows Associated Press. "I was fired."
Despite the widely reported rift
Schott said during the spring that the Garcia and knows it wasn’t intentional.
A’s wouldn’t offer Iada a contract.
The A’s like what they saw from between Williams and Bold, and the
current
opening at North Carolina,
The shortstop said last week that he Tejada.
wants a new deal before the end of the
You don’t really worry about Miggy. Kansas Chancellor Robert Hemenway
season or he would become a free People have such high expectations of denied he fired Bohl to convince
agent. Schott now says there is the pos- him, but he’s human also, Long said. Williams to stay.
"We have to trust him (Williams) to
sibility of re-signing Tejada, but not to "He’s relaxed and he’s too good to
make the right decision now,"
a long-term contract,
worry about seven games."
said.
Hemenway
That’s not the reason for his slow
Tejada twice robbed two-time Al
Williams said Bohl tried "extremely
start, Tejada insists.
NINT Juan Gonzalez of hits. He made
"Everybody knows I’m a slow starter, a diving stab of a liner in the third, and hard," but also acknowledged differI’m working hard and feeling better," in the seventh went deep into the hole ences existed.
he said. "The good thing is, I haven’t to his right and completed the throw to
been hitting, but we’ve been winning."..) first for the out. But Tejada also made
CaCritra.
Scott Hatteberg also homered and his third error on a wild throw in the
Nh. c a nemas
had three hits for the A’s, who won third.

"HYPNOTIC!

Albright, SJSU’s vault record holder said
this year the team is a complete reversal
from teams of previous years as the. goals
were not always the same. Albright said dus
season things changed because Coach
Wright is team oriented.
"He is all into the team," said Albright,
the 2003 MPSF floor champion. "He made
us completely change the team last year,
pushing us to make sure we could accomplish team goals rather than individual
goals."
Bars event record holder, Choy believes
this year the team has more depth than it
has had in the past.
Wright also feels that more depth is the
difference between last season’s team and
the current team. He said this is illustrated
by the numerous broken records.
Wright who was an assistant coach at
Stanford for six years and coached a national vault champion has brought his experience to SJSU and applied it.
"I had access to some of the greatest sports
minds in the country, knowing what they
did to motivate their athletes," Wright said.
Wright, a former assistant coach at SJSU
from 1987 to 1996 said he felt SJSU always
had potential to make it.
Now in his second season as head coach,
Wright, the MPSF coach of the year said, "I
have waited 12 years for this, it was a sweet
homecoming. Something I believed we
could do."
Going into regionals, first season assistant
coach Manago wants the team to confident
and know that they deserve to be there.
"We have to prove to ourselves that we
belong there," Manago said. "We have to go
in there and prove that we are going to be
here next year and for years to come. ’That’s
what makes a good team, teams that are
there for years."
Choy, the 2003 MPSF all-around champion feels the team still has a lot to show
and said, "We haven’t hit our peak yet. We
have been so close. We want to show everybody how good we are and that we represen t in lose State."

THE POWLR OF SUGGESTION.
Go ahead and speak your mind. Al ComedySportz, all of the
improvisational Scenes and songs are based on suggestions by you,
the audience Help set thr stage as Nio teams battle for your laughs.
Comedy for everyone that’s last, fresh and competitive
Fridays at 8:00 & Saturdays at 7:00 and 9:00
Friday Night at 10:30) Rated "R’ must be 18 or over)
56 admission
Upstairs at Bella Mia 58 South First St between Santa Clara and San Fernando
For reservations call (408)985,5233
or visit us at www national -comedy corn
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"Bring in this ad with a SJSU lb
to any Saturday 9.30 show and
pay only 10 bucks."
(Reg $1500) No drink minimum
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